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By This Time: 
Spiritual Event/Period World Event/Period

Yes 1. Apostasy Yes 1. National System Fall (Dan11:42-43)

 The Jehovah's witnesses apostasy will have been desolated with their ministry GB cancelled and the JW Org dissolved to some degree as Daniel 8:13-14 fully fulfilled and
timed-prophecy-elapsed (Rev8). 

Yes 2. Temple Judgment (Dan8:14 1150 or 2300 Days) Yes 2. Global-Crisis (Rev13:3)

 The "temple" ministry recovery will have completed to the divine Daniel 8:14 "right condition". (Rev9; Zech3:4-9) 

YIP 3. Final Ministry (Rev11:3 1260 Days) IP 3. Peaceful Resolution

 The final 1260 days ministry will have been deploying to some form of Revelation 11:3-7 completion as the sword-stroke will have run, or be running, its global course to then
"healing" in-progress to world government... That exact correlation is not known in complete detail, it will be ascertained as it comes.

IP 4. Christ Arrival (Dan12:11 1290 Days) IP 4. Present World Government (Rev17:8-12)

 After world government completes, Christ will have arrived in this period.

IP 5. Global Open Salvation Sheep-Sweep IP 5. Babylon the Great Signal (Rev17:15-17)

  Christ first mission is the Messianic Kingdom completion
and the sheep gathering completion.

 The outlawed destruction of global religion will aid 
the human salvation mission of Christ.

IP 6. Final Judgments IP 6. World Peace Signal Period (1Thess5:1-3)

  [1.] Babylon the Great judgment;
[2.] Sheep and goat judgment;
[3.] World Government conquest;
[4.] Satan and demon abyssing;

  The world signal fo world government world peace mantra will mature in this period. (1Thess5:1-3) 

F 7. Global/Universal Conquest IP 7. World Government 666 Campaign (Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11)

 World Government conquest and Satan and demons abyssed.

Key:
Yes Completed prophecy event and period   
YIP Completed prophecy event/period or in progress.   
IP In Progress...   
F Future   
November 2019

Entity-Symbol: Global National-System as "King South", "7th King"
Entity-Symbol: Globalist Globalization-System as " King North", "8th King", World Government

World Context: The global national system will suffer the future sovereign downfall into a unique global-crisis defined by Revelation 13:3 "sword-
stroke" which enables the Matthew 24:29 "tribulation of those days" phase parallel with the Daniel 12:1 "time of distress" which runs its global
course then "heals" and resolves peacefully into completing "8th King" World Government.

Main Prophecies: Revelation 13:3, Revelation 17:8-12, 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3, Isaiah 41

8th King World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated
(1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several more
years.

General Sword-Stroke Cycle Purpose
In prophecy, and thus the real world formulaic cycle, the global-crisis the final sword-stroke will produce with a peaceful resolution goal,
serves a few key objectives:

1. As in 1914, the global sword-stroke crisis forms a massive global distraction.

2. It causes fear and it "causes desolation", because that preparatory global-psychology and doomful outlook can be transformed into
great global hope as the phase resolves peacefully in time.

3. The hugely hopeful peaceful resolving of the "sword-stroke" allows "global healing" and it creates a global atmosphere of massive
positivity.

4. Into that hugely hopeful recovery phase, world government "ascends" to make it final claims as a "world peace guarantor" and
"world savior".

This "sword-stroke-to-healing-to-world-government presentation also has been used three times in the past for the United Nations
"image" related presentations as in the WW1, WW2, and Cold WW3 former three cycles.

Basic Repeating World Pattern-Cycles
Event Context 1 Context 2 Context 3
1. World War 1 Sword Stroke Resolution Present Image (League of Nations)
 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace
2. World War 2 Sword Stroke Resolution Present Image (United Nations)
 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace
3. Cold World War 3 Sword Stroke Threat Resolution Present Image (United Nations)
 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace
4. Future Sword Stroke (Crisis) Resolution Present World Government and Image
 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace

Thus, in the future we can now expect a fourth cycle, because now the globalist-system is predictable by sheer logic as well as
prophecy.

It will also be shown why to treat with caution any deceptive "peace and security" developments which may "form in the



world" in the near future, without the sword-stroke phase preceding it in unprecedentedly severe manner. In addition, the
real 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 "peace and security" must be stated by completed world government as its final "world
peace" mantra.

Overview of Article

This study will examine the Revelation 13:3 described "global sword-stroke"-to-"global healing" formula from Bible prophecy
and its use in world war cycle in the past. This cycle can be reviewed so we can know now (Rev1:1), how it will be used for the fourth
time since 1914, in the future, to then present complete "8th King" World Government.

Completed "8th King" World Government "Scarlet Wildbeast" is the objective of this now common cyclic global event cycle and period
of the future—as per prophecy, not per some human speculation. 

Then we can examine how world government and its final "world peace" [and security] process must take a few years (even after the
final sword-stroke" resolves) to mature into the actual 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 final prophecy fulfillment under complete world
government and its final "saying" "world peace" proclamation matured signal period, of the future.

1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 "world peace" must be defined by that final world government as an official global-mantra as a
progressive "world peace" proclamation development unto final matured form to fulfill the prophecy. 

That "peace and security" fulfillment will have to be in the Daniel 12:11 World Government presented (Dan12:11b) finale period to help
define the final phase of this Adamic age, then in some convergent form with the Revelation 14 Christ arrival, for now unknown in exact
detail.

We can examine in timed prophecy (Dan12:7 (Rev11:3); Dan12:11 (Rev17:12)), and with logic, why "world government" will be
presented as a process, and why their final "world peace" proclamation will also mature in that process. 

1. This is because the sword-stroke resolving peacefully in its own generic hopefulness will inspire a world peaceful hope. 

2. The global sword-stroke "healing" is also a global-process of a few years, in which massive globalist wealth and capital infusions,
beyond national-system authority then drained to non-existent sovereignty (Dan11:42-43), that will also inspire much global hope and
peace sentiments.

3. Religions blessing world government will amplify that world peace hope for those influenced by religions still, at that time. 

4. But the outlawed deposition of all global-religion is what will seal the "true world peace and security" believability when the well
known global war fomenting "Babylon the Great" global corporate religious system is deposed as also a final world signal for salvation
in itself.

A. The trillions in religion-system held wealth and assets will then be able to also aid the "healing" recovery of the nations, as religion
systems are liquidated by world government law and "ten horns" authority.

(Isaiah 41:1) Attend to me in silence, you islands; and let national groups themselves regain power. Let them approach.
At that time let them speak. Let us come up close together for the judgment itself.

The Four-time World War to World Government Formula

Four 8th King UN World Sword-Stroke Cycles to World Government; 1919, 1945, 1990, Future 
Cycle Details Entity Daniel Revelation Other
UN 1. 1919; WW1  
IBSA; League of Nations Daniel 12:11 first fulfillment Revelation 13:3-15  
Explained as prophecy;     
UN 2. 1945; WW2 
Jehovah's Witnesses United Nations  Revelation 17:8-11  
Explained as prophecy;     
UN 3. 1990; Cold WW3  
Silenced United Nations Daniel 11:31b   
JW Apostasy  Daniel 8:23   
JW UN NGO     
[We are Here...] 
UN 4. Future; 
Silenced World Government [and] Daniel 2:44 Revelation 11:11-12 Zephaniah 3:8
 United Nations Daniel 8:25 Revelation 16:17 Joel 3:9-17
  Daniel 11:44-45 Revelation 14  
  Daniel 12:11 last fulfillment Revelation 19:11-21  

In prophecy, the formulaic "world peace" process is the finale of the "sword-stroke" cycle as it resolves peacefully to inspire the
hopefulness for the wildbeast global-presentation and its "peace solution" claims to follow, to bolster the World Government
acceptance campaign.

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

Yes, God has identified this "problem" "crisis" "solution" formula and it was used in WW1 (1914-1918), WW2 (1939-1945) and the
Cold War (1945-1990), as a Cold WW3, because even the potential of a "nuclear crisis" charged the entire Cold War phase with fear
and anxiety, to then be relieved as the cycle resolved on the fallen USSR system. 

That is why the Cold War unique cycle (Dan11:29) resolved with much global relief when the USSR collapsed. That is why for the
third time the Globalist-System then presented the 1990 THIRD United Nations "place the disgusting thing" "global solution" to cap off
that global cycle period and "image" event. 

In that resolution, the United Nations related entity would become the focused on "global solution" for the problem of war. That is called
the Hegelian Dialectic formula, or the dialectic method, the thesis-antithesis-synthesis formula.

In copywriting this Problem-Crisis-Solution formula is known as PAS: Problem, Agitate, Solution formula. It is an effective framework
because it works for many different kinds of marketing, writing and story-line developments.



But, it also works for selling world government aided by global drama to be resolved in time, by design. 

We could call it the World War, Fear, World Government formula. In the Bible prophecy it is the Sword-Stroke, Doomsday-to-
Recovery, Wildbeast Admiration cycle. It will be in the future a [Sword-Stroke, Doomsday, Wildbeast Admiration, World Peace] signal
finale, a huge set of final global and prophecy milestones which indicate the Christ second coming is truly then at hand.

It is a world-war-to-world-government problem to solution formula, and it has run in WW1, WW2, and by use of "nuclear doomsday
possibility" fear, it was manifested in the Cold War, a Cold WW3 cycle. The United Nations presentation is what marks the conclusion
of the cycle and its emotion rousing formula then transformed into the true "world peace" hopefulness.

Before there can be a "world peace" push, there has always needed to be a "world war" which in WW1, WW2 and Cold WW3
resolved peacefully, as part of that CYCLIC GLOBAL FORMULA. 

Thus, before a real "world peace and security" global proclamation can form, a real "sword-stroke" has to occur. Thus, beware, they
may use a fake and premature "peace and security" to appear as "prophecy fulfilling". 

Possible Fake Peace and Security Coming Up

But if that "peace and security everyone!" is used (in the near future), it CANNOT be the real 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 prophecy!
BEWARE! 

Because this is a well known prophecy known by many Christians, it can be used prematurely to try to make Christians believe "the
end" is what is coming next, with the global-crisis final sword-stoke cycle instead soon to follow. 

Keep in mind the sword-stroke-to-healing formula is used because the doom-to-relief to develop in that cycle run, will first amplify the
"it must be doomsday", the "as if slaughtered to death" [impression of the end]. Thus, a fake "peace and security" will further amplify
the illusion "the end" is here, upon any world crisis to follow it. 

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

The sword-stroke seems "as though slaughtered to death" [at first], but it will resolve peacefully [in time]. And that psychological effect
in the "miraculous upswing" "healing" phase will be used in that globally positive relief phase to follow to highlight the need for a world
government, to then present the "8th King" World Government as the phase plays out fully, in the future.

1. A point is, the real 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 "peace" comes AFTER the sword-stroke cycle has ended, not at its beginning.

2. As per Revelation 13:3 the wildbeast-system wants people to think the "sword-stroke" is the "end of the world" because it paralyzes
people for control or inaction.

In the actual prophecy, the real 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 "peace and security" of the future is a world government mantra of "world
peace" which must come under world government and it must be after the doomful appearing sword-stroke has completed. 

As in Revelation 11:7 and Revelation 13:5-7 world government completing to complete is a process of a few years. And it only leads
to the 1260 days expiring fully (Dan12:7; Dan7:25) into the 1290 days of Daniel 12:11 (Dan7:26), into eventual total world government
completion of the future.

The Daniel 12:11 1290 days activation is marked by (1) the final ministerial cessation (Rev11:7; Dan12:11a) of the "last witnessing"
ministry and (2) the world government "disgusting thing" "placed" (Dan12:11b), in officially ruling completed form of World
Government "8th King" "King North", both present at the same time. 

When both those events are present [at the same time], the Daniel 12:11 1290 days activates and Christ arrives for the "salvation
parousia" shortly thereafter. (Rev14; Rev11:7-12; Rev16:17; Matt24:29-31)

World Government is what "ascends" from the "abyss" of the sword-stroke's global-crisis effect in the future, then resolving peacefully
and hopefully for much global positivity and celebratory relief. It is that global upswing in "miraculous" hopefulness which world
government will use to highlight itself as the "global solution". 

That has been the exact formulaic case in every single sword-stroke-to-peace-resolution cycle since 1914-1918 (WW1 cycle 1), then
WW2, and Cold WW3, which have preceded this fourth and final one.

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the (future world government) wild beast with admiration.

Thus, that [future] global-crisis "abyss" the United Nations will "go down" into in impotence, unable to actually keep "world peace" in
that final sword-stroke cycle, is what it is all formulaically designed to accomplish in this "world-war-to-world-government" formula first. 

The purpose of this problem-crisis-solution cyclic formula is to then present the United Nations "image" entity as the "global solution",
after the sword-stroke cycle is ending and resolving globally into peace. 

The United Nations, however it may possibly also be renamed and rebranded will then be in its future fourth and final form, to be
globally presented as world government is also maturing to complete in that highly hopeful worldwide "healing" global upswing phase
of the future, all by globalist-system orchestrated design.

In fact this globalist global-cyclic "sword-stroke" orchestration is so effective it is used every time, and it is exposed as a formulaic
repeating cycle in the prophecy in explicit illustrative terms of symbology:

(Revelation 17:8a) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go
off into destruction. 

(Revelation 17:8b) And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not (in the future Rev13:3 "sword-stroked" 7th King
system global-crisis phase), and yet will be present... (will "ascend" with the peaceful resolution of the "sword-stroke" cycle then
globally "healing" for the world government final presentation);

(Revelation 17:8c) ... those who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly (the miraculous recovery and "world peace"
resolving of the global-crisis becomes a hopeful and celebratory period which world government can use to highlight its claims, as
in Rev13:3), but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. (Rev14:9-11;
Rev13:15-18 666 marking phase);



Sword-Stroke-to-World-Government Formula  
Prophecy Symbol Real World Meaning Related
Sword-Stroke Global-Crisis in Some Form Known in the Future Revelation 13:3
"As if Slaughtered to Death" "Doomsday" Scare, but The Phase Resolves Peacefully 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3
7th Head/7th King System Downfall Anglo-American National System Sovereign Plunge Daniel 11:42-43
Head/7th King Anglo-American National System Sovereign Plunge Daniel 11:42-43
Abyss Global-Crisis Effect Revelation 17:8,11:7
Healing Global Recovery Revelation 13:3
Wildbeast World Government in Progress Revelation 13,17

Context Related   
"Image" United Nations World Government Representation Revelation 13:11-15
Two Horned Wildbeast Anglo-American Globalist-Elite Private World Power System Revelation 13:11-13
"666" World Government Worship and Allegiance Revelation 13:15-18
World Government "World Peace" Mantra World Peace and Security Signal 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3

Cyclic Formulaic Phase Purpose   
"Sword-Stroke" to "Healing" Phase "Global Problem" to "Global Solution" Formula Hegelian Dialectic 
Wildbeast Admiration The Purpose is for Humans to Accept World Government Revelation 13:14-18
Wildbeast "Ascended" World Government Officially Presented Revelation 17:8-18
Overview of Final World Pattern-Cycle Based on Past "Sword Stroke" Cycles in WW1, WW2, Cold WW3

Future Sword-Stroke Sign of Christ NOT Arriving

Thus, as Jesus warned, the doomsday (Rev13:3) they will try to sell with the final "sword-stroke" in the future (like JWs sell now) is not
a signal of the end, that cycle will resolve peacefully a fourth time now.

(Matthew 24:6) you are going to hear of wars and reports of wars; see that you are not terrified. For these things must
take place, but the end is not yet.

The future "sword-stroke"  will be part of this "wars and reports of wars" Jesus is warning us about here.

(Mark 13:7) Moreover, when you hear of wars and reports of wars, do not be terrified; [these things] must take place, but
the end is not yet.

Thus, as bad as the sword-stroke may be and appear, as chaotic as the disorders may become, it IS NOT the time Christ arrives.

(Luke 21:9) Furthermore, when you hear of wars and disorders, do not be terrified. For these things must occur first, but
the end does not [occur] immediately.”

The trick to this logic is Christ arrives in the "world peace" of world government, when there are literally no "nation versus nation" wars
or reports of wars any longer.

(1 Thessalonians 5:1-5) Now as for the times and the seasons, brothers, you need nothing to be written to you. 2 For you
yourselves know quite well that Jehovah’s day is coming exactly as a thief in the night. 3 Whenever it is that they are
saying: “Peace and security!” then sudden destruction is to be instantly upon them just as the pang of distress upon a
pregnant woman; and they will by no means escape. 4 But you, brothers, you are not in darkness, so that that day should
overtake you as it would thieves, 5 for you are all sons of light and sons of day. We belong neither to night nor to
darkness.

The World Government World Peace Mantra Progression
Why the Disgusting Thing "Causes Desolation"

The "disgusting thing that causes desolation" is the truth that the "sword-stroke" "desolation" phase is created by the engineers of the
world government "disgusting thing" as part of their world-war (desolation) crisis-to-peace formula-cycle to then present "disgusting
thing" world-government, which formulae we have been examining here. 

That is how and why the "disgusting thing" uses global "desolation" first, to the resolve it in a "peace and security" atmosphere, to be
used finally for its own World Government presentation highlighting purposes.

Logically, we can know the hugest world crisis of all time up to that time will resolve peacefully as per formula (Rev13:3; 1Thess5:1-3),
but it will not be an overnight affair to complete the "world peace" process. 

Thus, world government will not be a "presto event" either, and neither will the "rock the nations" sword-stroke period preceding it.

(Haggai 2:7) And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this
house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said.

But, in that drawn out deep final cycle development process, many people can start to become fully aware of what is actually forming
as a huge indicator of the Christ "salvation parousia" arrival phase, first. (Rev14:6-7; Matt24:31; Matt25:31)

We can use some prophecy clues to help picture and imagine now, some of the steps of compounding believability events this "world
peace" effect will become supported by, in that future process.

1. Sword-Stroke to Peaceful Resolution

First off, the cessation of the "sword-stroke" will create a peace by its peaceful resolution in itself.

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

2. Global Recovery and Healing Aids the World Peace Sentiment



The nations "healing" and regaining power will aid the hopeful positivity of the phase.

(Isaiah 41:1) Attend to me in silence, you islands; and let national groups themselves regain power. Let them approach.
At that time let them speak. Let us come up close together for the judgment itself.

3. Babylon the Great Dual World Peace Bolstering Effect

When global religions bless and endorse world government as "Zion" and "Christ's Kingdom on Earth" and "Isaiah fulfilled everyone!"
that will amplify that world peace hope for those influenced by religions still, at that time. (Rev16:12-16; Rev17:15)

But [after] that final blessing endorsement phase of Babylon the Great is completed and done, then the World Government sanctioned
outlawed condemnation and deposition of all global-religion is what will seal the "true world peace and security" believability.

When the war supporting, division causing, and hatred engineering "Babylon the Great" global corporate religious system is actually
literally deposed worldwide, that event will fully reinforce and seal the "world peace" process mantra phase of world government at that
time.

But because it has to be in the Daniel 12:11 period of the Christ arrival of Revelation 14:6-8, that Babylon the Great "has fallen" in
global reality is also THE final world signal for salvation in itself.

4. The World Government "Global Solution" Becomes the World Peace Champion

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go
off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on
the earth will wonder admiringly...

And that process is how world government ascends into power in an admirable manner with huge world peace claims forming to a
zenith in this process:

(Revelation 13:12) And it exercises all the authority of the first wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those
who dwell in it worship the first wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed.

And that "death-stroke got healed" effect is what the World Government "disgusting thing" Globalist-System "two horned
wildbeast" engineers use from their private "Elite Wildbeast System" power, to erect world government for global worship.

And these kinds of "miraculous" "doomsday" "sword-stroke" <unto> global "healing" recoveries of then great global hopefulness, is
what that world-con-government uses to try to draw the worship of humanity to its vain demon/human "666" "solution" of world
government, because it works:

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

A completely matured "world peace" proclaimed in a "saying: “Peace and security!”" progression, finally officially announced by
"8th King" World Government and all its member subservient nations (Dan11:42-43; Rev17:12-13), at that time, is what defines this 1
Thessalonians 5:1-5 true fulfillment of that huge "peace and security" world signal progression of the future:

(1 Thessalonians 5:1-5) Now as for the times and the seasons, brothers, you need nothing to be written to you. 2 For you
yourselves know quite well that Jehovah’s day is coming exactly as a thief in the night. 3 Whenever it is that they are
saying: “Peace and security!” then sudden destruction is to be instantly upon them just as the pang of distress upon a
pregnant woman; and they will by no means escape. 4 But you, brothers, you are not in darkness, so that that day should
overtake you as it would thieves, 5 for you are all sons of light and sons of day. We belong neither to night nor to
darkness.

Keep in mind "saying: "Peace and security!"" is a progressive development; "saying". But, it will climax in the world government
"false-prophet" globalist mantra along with their "new world order" false-prophecy and other final world government announced
"grandiose words" foretold in general. (Dan7:8,11,20)

World Peace: Daniel 8:25 "Freedom From Care" Parallel
Now we can know the "great tribulation" has a "sword-stroke-to-healing" first phase and a world government "four winds" final phase
with the "freedom from care" "peace and prosperity" effect aided by the global recovery "sword-stroke healing" process and the
forming world peace of world government.

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart
he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care he will bring many to ruin. And against the Prince of princes he
will stand up, but it will be without hand that he will be broken.

In addition, we can know a world government "ten horns" totally globalized weapons system in "8th King" World Government control
could become even more dangerous than the sword-stroke cycle which preceded it. 

Therefore, in prophecy the truly "four winds" dangerous and "world peace" deceptive nature of this world government ruled "world
peace" AND "four winds" period concurrency [in the prophecy] is revealed.

Now that the world government "world peace" "and security" will be matured, the global weapons and precision energy complex is no
longer required for "nation versus nation" use. 

(Note that that will be [the opposite] type of period from what Christ described in Matthew 24:6, Mark13:7, and Luke 21:9,
indicating his arrival is then imminent.)

The final purpose of that "ten horns" weapons system can be used for the controlled destructions to come in that world government
defined "four winds" period, with a handy believable globally applied "world peace" cover. 

It is also the global "Har" militarized "Magedon" global condition under world government "Global NATO" in whatever new branded
form the "ten horns" will be presented in, and acting from.

Now we know how World Government converged "King Fierce" will "bring many to ruin" "during a freedom from care" of that globally
seen "world peace" period (Dan8:25), and how "King North" "will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate and to devote



many to destruction" (Dan11:44), as the world government parallel.

Hebrew Text: Westminster Leningrad Codex

Daniel 8:25b "many [King Fierce] shall destroy and in [their] prosperity"

"prosperity": Biblical Aramaic transliterated shalvah Hebrew word;

Now we know that world government "freedom from care" completed "world peace and security" phase of great global healing and
recovery is the time of 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 matured "peace and security". 

Now we know from other Daniel 8:25 translations, how the "security" "healing" "prosperity" period, is also a global-scale cover for also
the world government "destruction" agenda goals as revealed in prophecy:

(New International Version Daniel 8:25) He will cause deceit to prosper, and he will consider himself superior. When they
feel secure, he will destroy many and take his stand against the Prince of princes. Yet he will be destroyed, but not by
human power.

(Berean Study Bible Daniel 8:25) Through his craft and by his hand, he will cause deceit to prosper, and in his own mind
he will make himself great. In a time of peace he will destroy many, and he will even stand against the Prince of princes.
Yet he will be broken off, but not by human hands.

(Christian Standard Bible Daniel 8:25) He will cause deceit to prosper through his cunning and by his influence, and in
his own mind he will exalt himself. He will destroy many in a time of peace; he will even stand against the Prince of
princes. Yet he will be broken--not by human hands.

(JPS Tanakh 1917 Daniel 8:25) And through his cunning he shall cause craft to prosper in his hand; and he shall magnify
himself in his heart, and in time of security shall he destroy many; he shall also stand up against the prince of princes;
but he shall be broken without hand.

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart
he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care he will bring many to ruin. And against the Prince of princes he
will stand up, but it will be without hand that he will be broken.

Knowing World Government is King Fierce and King North in their respective final cycle prophecies, we know this world government
sanctioned "destroy many" is connected as the "King Fierce" Daniel 8:25 world government entity parallel.

Thus, the King North "devote many to destruction" agenda is the same thing.

(Daniel 11:44-45) “But there will be (final ministry "little scroll") reports that will disturb [King North World Government], out
of the sunrising and out of the north, and [King North World Government] will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to
annihilate and to devote many to destruction. (Dan8:25 parallel) 45 And [King North World Government] will plant his
palatial tents (of world government global) between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration (in the counterfeit
"Jerusalem" "location" of their divine claims); and [King North World Government] will have to come all the way to his end,
and there will be no helper for [King North World Government].

Three Known World Government Destruction Targets in Prophecy

1. We know in a small scale example of "destroy", the final ministry is destroyed by "King Fierce" World Government. 

(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss (into world
government) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. 

(Revelation 13:5-7) And a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given it, and authority to act forty-two
months was given it. (future Rev11:3, Dan12:7 parallel period) 6 And it opened its mouth in blasphemies against God, to
blaspheme his name and his residence, even those residing in heaven. 7 And there was granted it to wage war with the
holy ones and conquer them, and authority was given it over every tribe and people and tongue and nation.

(Daniel 12:7) And I began to hear the man clothed with the linen, who was up above the waters of the stream, as he
proceeded to raise his right [hand] and his left [hand] to the heavens and to swear by the One who is alive for time
indefinite: “It will be for an appointed time, appointed times and a half. (future Rev11:3,12:14,13:5, Dan7:25 parallel period)
And as soon as there will have been a finishing of the dashing of the power of the holy people to pieces, all these things
will come to their finish.”

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Dan12:7; Rev11:7) and there has been a
placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation, there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

(Daniel 11:44-45) “But there will be (final ministry "little scroll" 1260 days complete) reports that will disturb [King North
World Government], out of the sunrising and out of the north (from God and Christ), and [King North World Government]
will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. (Dan8:25 parallel) 45 And
[King North World Government] will plant his palatial tents (of world government global) between [the] grand sea and the
holy mountain of Decoration (in the counterfeit "Jerusalem" "location" of their divine claims); and [King North World
Government] will have to come all the way to his end, and there will be no helper for [King North World Government].

2. We know Babylon the Great will be destroyed:

(Revelation 17:15-17) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds
and nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns (globalized martial and military system, defining "Har-Magedon" global
meaning; Rev16:13-16) that you saw, and the wild beast, these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and
naked, and will eat up her fleshy parts and will completely burn her with fire. 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry
out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their kingdom to the wild beast, until the words of God will
have been accomplished. 

https://biblehub.com/hebrew/7962.htm


3. We know many people refusing the 666 mark will be destroyed:

(Revelation 13:15-18) And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild
beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast.
16 And it puts under compulsion all persons, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free and the
slaves, that they should give these a mark in their right hand or upon their forehead, 17 and that nobody might be able to
buy or sell except a person having the mark, the name of the wild beast or the number of its name. 18 Here is where
wisdom comes in: Let the one that has intelligence calculate the number of the wild beast, for it is a man’s number; and
its number is six hundred and sixty-six.

Those "destructions" are the only ones mentioned in prophecy directly. 

The World Government Ruled "Four Winds" Great Tribulation Finale: The Most Dangerous Period
in all World History

But we can assume there will be more targets of the World Government Destruction-Agenda. This is because we can assume their
depopulation agenda, known now from certain avenues of globalist research, will also be activated in some form. (hence, Matt24:21-
22) 

(Ezekiel 38:7) Be ready, and let there be preparation on your part, you with all your congregation, those congregated
alongside you, and you must become their guard.

And we can know Satan may be able to also control that world government military system as in Ezekiel 38:7. Satan is permitted the
"guard" of "congregated" "Magog" nations then in world government. 

Satan can thus "gather the armies" for the Satan "Gog" wildbeast final stand (Rev19:19-21) against the Kingdom of Christ "and his
army" (Joel3:11), to try to resist Christ, and to try to resist the abyssing for that Devil "seven headed dragon" spirit rulership. (Rev20:1-
3; Eph6:12)

(Revelation 19:19) And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the war
with the one seated on the horse and with his army. 

In fact, the period gets so dangerous God and Christ must cut it short, for all life on Earth will be in danger.

(Matthew 24:21-22) for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now,
no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the
chosen ones those days will be cut short.

Thus, the "peace and security" cover actually contains the most concentrated and complete "attacks" of Satan against Christians, all
humanity, and all planet Earth. 

It will be the period of of completed world government an:

1. it will be in the post sword-stroke "world peace" phase, as the cover. (1Thess5:1-3);

2. It will be the "great tribulation" finale phase so severe "no flesh would be saved" worldwide had Christ not "cut short the days".
(Matt24:21-22);

3. It will be the world government 666 promoting selective destruction phase. (Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11);

4. It will be the "King Fierce" "King North" selective-destructions world government agenda phase. (Dan8:25; Dan11:44);

5. It will define the "four winds" phase. (Rev7:1-4; Matt24:31)

6. It will be the world government 100% global "ten horns" militarized situation in the "Har-Magedon" planetary "place" completion for
the war with God. (Rev16:13-16);

7. It will be the concerted "Gog" attack of Satan in possible total world government control. (Eze38-39);

8. It may even include the "stars fall to earth" Satanic demon "guard" manifestations over and into planet Earth. (Matt24:29; Eze38:7)

Thus, when Christ arrives to secure the global savable human "sheep" first, it will also be in the most dangerous time of all human
history, scheduled and manifesting from [one world government] under a deceptive cover of "world peace".

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart
[King Fierce World Government] will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care [King Fierce World Government] 
will bring many to ruin. And against the Prince of princes [King Fierce World Government]  will stand up, but it will be
without hand that [King Fierce World Government]  will be broken.

Thus, the King Fierce World Government destruction campaign is the parallel of the King North World Government destruction
campaign.

(Daniel 11:44-45) “But there will be reports that will disturb [King North World Government] , out of the sunrising and out
of the north, and [King North World Government] will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate and to devote
many to destruction. 45 And [King North World Government] will plant his palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the
holy mountain of Decoration; and [King North World Government] will have to come all the way to his end, and there will
be no helper for him.

That is how we know the Revelation 7:1-8 "four winds" phase in the post-affirmation sealing of the final anointed Christians after the
1260 days completes, is under world government.

And that is why it is into that truly potentially dangerous period of actual completed world government rule "one hour" (Rev17:12) that
Christ arrives to secure the sheep (Rev14:6-7; Matt24:31), for the whole Daniel 12:11 remaining 1290 days period approximated,
before he has to wipe out this world government mega-globalized-menace permanently.

Thank God, "8th King" World Government will not even see its 4th birthday! (Dan12:11; Rev19:19-21)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgia_Guidestones


Reference Tables
Basic Repeating World Pattern-Cycles
Event Context 1 Context 2 Context 3
1. World War 1 Sword Stroke Resolution Present Image (League of Nations)
 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace
2. World War 2 Sword Stroke Resolution Present Image (United Nations)
 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace
3. Cold World War 3 Sword Stroke Threat Resolution Present Image (United Nations)
 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace
4. Future Sword Stroke (Crisis) Resolution Present World Government and Image
 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace

Repeating Events and Meanings of Future Final Cycle
Parallel Events World and Spiritual: Unknown in Exact Concurrency and Timing
Known: Global in Extent and Effect 
General Overview 
World Context Prophecy

Description
Spiritual Context Prophecy

Description
Repeats 1914

Economic Crisis Daniel 11:41-43 Global Distraction Context Revelation 13:3 WW1 Context
Global Crisis Eventual Rev13:14-18 Sword-Stroke Active   
Tribulation of those Days  Temple Judgment to   
  Final Ministry Deploys into   
  This Global Distraction Context   
Final Sequence Details
Unknown: Inception Date and Manner of Final Cycle Global-Crisis Unknown
World Context Prophecy

Description
Spiritual Context Prophecy

Description
Repeats 1914

Global Crisis Sword-Stroke Apostasy Man of Lawlessness Christendom
Version

Revelation 13:3 Tribulation of those Days Final Signal Apostasy 2Thessalonians 2:1-12 2Thessalonians 2:1-13
Daniel 11:41-43  Jehovah's Witnesses Defined Governing Body Defined Clergy Defined

  UN NGO Transgression (Dan8:13-
14)

Evil Slave Evil Slave

  Compromise Matthew 24:48-51 Matthew 24:48-52

  Lawlessness Spiritual Corruption Spiritual Corruption

  Hypocrisy Zechariah 3:1-3 Zechariah 3:1-4
Global crisis forms global context for temple judgment and ministerial recovery for deployment 

 Temple Judgment
Daniel 11:41-43 Global Context  JW Downfall   
  JW Organizational Downfall Daniel 8:13-14 Repeats 1914-1918

Purpose
  Self-Sanctioned Zechariah 3  
  Self-Destruction Revelation 8  
  Ministerial Cancellation Malachi 3:1-5  
  "End of the World" Failed Prophecy Matthew 25:1-13  
   Daniel 11:41  
   2Thess2:11-12  
   Matthew 22:1-14  
     
Unknown: Global Crisis Type and Length Unknown: Temple

Judgment
Daniel 8:13-14  

If World War event develops unknown as is manner of development Actual Timing and Exact   
Events of Downfall Global-Crisis Resolves Global-Crisis Resolved

Global-Crisis Resolves Peacefully
World Peace Resolution of Global-Crisis forms for complete world government official global-presentation 
Global "Healing" Recovery 
Known: Global-Crisis Revelation 13:3 "Temple" Purification and Recovery of Ministry 
Resolves Peacefully into Revelation 17:8 Unknown: JW Org and Ministry Daniel 8:14 Malachi 3:1-5
Global Recovery and Revelation 17:8-17 Extent of Desolations Zechariah 3:4-5  
"Healing" for World Government Isaiah 41:1 Known: JW Org Desolation Isaiah 66:6  
final presentation. Isaiah 19:4 JW Ministry Cancellation   
  Final Ministry Recovery  Repeats 1914
Unknown: How World Government Revelation 13:5 Divine Commission Revelation 10:5-11 Revelation 10:5-11
Forms over 1260 Days and 1290 Days Daniel 12:11  Zechariah 3:6-9 Zechariah 3:6-9
Periods Unknown.  Known: 1260 Days Length 1260 Days Parallels 1260 Days Parallels

  Unknown: Inception Timing Daniel 12:7 Daniel 12:7

  Transition Timing From Daniel 7:25 Daniel 7:25

  Temple Judgment to Revelation 11:2-3 Revelation 11:2-3

  Final Ministry Inception Revelation 12:14 Revelation 12:6

   Revelation 13:5-18 Revelation 13:5-15



Daniel 8:13-14 Temple Judgment runs its complete timed course of events to cleanse temple (Daniel 8:14; Zech3:4-5) for final ministry which deploys for 1260
days repeating final ministry principle. (Rev11:3) 2520 Days of Revelation 11 completes as final "two witnessings" "seven times".
World Government 
Known: World Government Daniel 7:25-26 Known: Final Ministry Cancelled Revelation 11:7-12 Revelation 11:7-12
Official "placement" as Daniel 8:25 after 1260 Days Completed as Daniel 12:11 Daniel 12:11
Daniel 12:11 Criteria 2 Daniel 11:44-45 Daniel 12:11 Criteria 1 Revelation 12:14 Revelation 12:6
Final United Nations Revelation 17:8-17 Unknown: Exact Cancellation Revelation 13:5-18 Revelation 13:5-11
Form and Global Presentation Daniel 2:31-45 Timing Daniel 7:25 Daniel 7:25
   Known: Known before it Became known after
World Government triggers Christ Arrival for final completions. fulfills. fulfillment.
Christ Arrival  Repeats 1914
Unknown: Christ Arrival Exact Timing 1260 Days Expires into   
Known: Christ arrives for global
sheep

 Christ Arrival 1290 Days Revelation 14 Original Principles

gathering first, global conquest last.  Unknown: Revelation 11:11 Revelation 11:11-12 in First Cycle

  Timing of Symbolic "3.5 Days" Matthew 25:31-46 fulfillment.
God completes Messianic Kingdom and Temple, Christ completes final ministry, sheep gathering and world judgment to Messianic Kingdom conquest as final
event.
Notes 
The 1914-1919 first global and spiritual pattern-cycle is the basis of the final cycle because the same events and meanings repeat in the future into final
entities.

The Final Cycle Continuum Seven Spiritual and World MILESTONES

Prophecy Timeline of the Final Global Cycle Seven Spiritual and World MILESTONES
Basic Main Spiritual and World Events and Periods
Spiritual Event/Period World Event/Period
1. Apostasy  1. National System Fall (Dan11:42-43)  
2. Temple Judgment (Dan8:14 1150 or 2300 Days)  2. Global-Crisis (Rev13:3)  
3. Final Ministry (Rev11:3 1260 Days)  3. Peaceful Resolution  
4. Christ Arrival (Dan12:11 1290 Days)  4. Present World Government (Rev17:8-12)  
5. Global Open Salvation Sheep-Sweep  5. Babylon the Great Signal (Rev17:15-17)  
6. Final Judgments  6. World Peace Signal Period (1Thess5:1-3)  
7. Global/Universal Conquest Daniel 12:12 7. World Government 666 Campaign (Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11)
Main Spiritual and World Events and Periods Details
Spiritual Event/Period Prophecy World Event/Period Event
7th King National Governmental Zenith
1. Apostasy
7th King  National Governmental Fall
  1. National System Fall
  Sovereign National Downfall for World Government Ascension
2. Temple Judgment Dan8:14 1150/2300 Days 2. Global Crisis
Accounting/Desolations "Evening" Final Sword-Stroke  
Purification/Recovery "Morning" Tribulation of those Days First Great Tribulation Phase
Final Clarifications  Time of Distress  
Determine Approvals The manner in which the

sword-stroke resolves
into peace and how the
1260 days manifests in
not known.

3. Peaceful Resolution Progressing
Final Commission Sword-Stroke Heals  

 

 Global Peaceful Recovery  

3. Final Ministry 1260 Rev11:3 1260 Days   
8th King Ascension
  4. Present World Government

  Four Winds Final Great Tribulation
Phase

Christ Second Coming
4. Christ Arrival Dan12:11 1290 Days   

Christ Parousia Mode Completions
5. Babylon the Great Signal  
Blessing World Government  

5. Global Open Salvation Sheep-Sweep World Government Deposition  

6. Final Christ Kingdom Judgments 6. World Peace Signal Period  
BTG  7. World Government 666 Campaign  
World  World Government Global Allegiance  
  Attempt  
Christ Manifested Conquest Mode Completions
7. Global/Universal Conquest  
Sovereign Physical Conquest  World Government Conquered  
Sovereign Spirit Conquest  Satan Abyssed  
Messianic Kingdom Rule
Notes:



1. The manner in which the seven noted spiritual and world events/periods actually manifest is not known in exact parallel detail of concurrency. This is their respective prophecy timeline
order of the future, how it unfolds in the future will be seen live and real-time.
2. The seven spiritual and world milestones are not a prophecy number categorization, but are only used to identify the major prophecy milestones parallels and completion requirements in a
fairly simply stepping continuum.
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The Final Cycle Continuum with 1914 Parallels Noted for These Seven Spiritual and World
MILESTONES

Prophecy Timeline of the Final Global Cycle With 1914 Prophecy Period Parallels Described
I. Modern Apostasy to Temple Judgment Indication 
S1. Jehovah's Witnesses: Apostasy
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
What was a recognizable "apostasy in Christendom" as prophecy, is now a recognizable "apostasy in Jehovah's
witnesses" as prophecy.
Event Prophecy Prophecy Timeframe
A. Now: JW inspection (2019) 
1. (Temple Inspection completing or complete) Zechariah 3:1-3 2Thess2:1-4 Now
B. Now: GB/JW Apostasy 
1. Lawlessness Signal of Judgment 2Thess2:1-12 Daniel 8:11-13 Daniel 11:30-35
2. Governing Body "Man of Lawlessness" Identified Zechariah 3:3 Daniel 11:32a Daniel 8:11-14
3. Governing Body "Son of Destruction" Prepares Climax Zechariah 11 Matthew 24:15  
4. Governing Body "Evil Slave" Identified Matthew 24:45-51   
5. Governing Body "Five Foolish Virgin" Corrupters Identified    
C. UN NGO Connected Desolation Requirement 
 1. Epic Judgment Downfall of Jehovah's witnesses accounts
for Daniel 8:13 UN NGO Curse Daniel 11:31b

 Daniel 8:13 UN NGO "Transgression Causing Desolation" Matthew 24:15   
    
I. Modern Temple Judgment 
S2. Temple Judgment
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
What was the "judgment of apostate Christendom" as "rejected by God" is now to be exposed as the "judgment on
apostate Jehovah's witnesses" as "rejected by God" for the temple cleansing and eventual ministry to make that
disclosure public.
W1. Next: National-System and Governmental Sovereign/Financial Downfall
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
The "time of distress" "tribulation" principle of WW1 "sword-stroke" cycle will now result in the actual "tribulation of
those days" sovereign downfall of all the "7th King" "King South" global national-systems as Daniel 11:42-43, which are
then capitalized upon for the rise of the "8th King" World Government completely Globalized-Sovereignty in ONE World
Government. (Rev17:12-17)
A. "Tribulation of those Days" Context Begins 
1. First Phase of Great Tribulation Begins Daniel 11:41-43 Revelation 16:1-9  
 Daniel 12:1b Matthew 24:15  
B. Jehovah's Witnesses Temple Judgment Starts 
1. Temple Judgment Benchmarks Dated Timing Daniel 8:13-14 1Peter 4:17 1150 Days Minimum
a. Temple Judgment Starts Daniel "Time of the End" Revelation 8 Matthew 25:1-13 2300 Days Probable
b. Temple Judgment Becomes Global Sign Malachi 3:1-5 2Thess2:11-12 Daniel 8:14
c. Temple Judgment Purifies Final Ministry Basis Daniel 11:32a Zechariah 3:1-5  
W2. Global Crisis
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
What was the 1914-1918 WW1 Sword-Stroke Cycle 1 Distraction-Event to eventually resolve into the League of Nations
presentation of 1919, will now be the Final Sword-Stroke Cycle 4 Distraction-Event to run its course into its own global
"healing" phase in a final world peace resolution to then present complete World Government "8th King" "Scarlet
Wildbeast".
2. JW Downfall in Daniel 11:41-43 Global-Crisis Context    
a. Global-Crisis Defines "Tribulation of Those Days" Phase Matthew 24:29-31   
b. Global-Crisis Defines "Sword-Stroke" Phase Revelation 13:3   
c. Global-Crisis Defines "Abyss" Phase Revelation 17:8-12 Revelation 11:7  
d. Global-Crisis Defines "Time of Distress" Meaning Daniel 12:1b   
e. Global-Crisis Must Resole Peacefully    
f. "End of the World" Never Manifests Revelation 13:3   
3. Final GB Deceptions Climax    
a. Daniel 11:41-43 Global-Context Begins Revelation 16:1-9   
b. Apostate GB claims Daniel 11:44-45 has begun    
c. Apostate GB Help Loot/Liquidate WTBTS/JW Organization Matthew 21:13 Ezekiel 7:22  
d. JW "End of the World" Final JW Fail Completes 2Thess2:1-2   

4. Temple is Desolated/Accounted Isaiah 66:6 Matthew 22:1-14 Note: Daniel 8:14 Timing
Date

a. Apostate JW Organization Desolated, Ministry Cancelled   Date Benchmark/Events
b. Provides "Ten Virgins" Judgment Determination Period Matthew 25:1-13  Should be Noted
c. "5 Fool Virgins" Anointed Depletion Will Require More
Anointings    



5. Temple Purification Reached Daniel 8:14 Zechariah 3:4-5  
a. "Evening" Phase Ends with Internal Apostate Purge
Complete Daniel 8:26 Isaiah 66:6  

b. Anti-JW Global Ops Neutralized Revelation 9 Hosea 1:4-8  
 Isaiah 38:4-8 Zechariah 9:8  
 Isaiah 37:33-38 Micah 5:6  
 Isaiah 31:8-9 Revelation 8:9  
c. Daniel 8:14 "Morning" Phase of Recovery/Enlightenment
Begins Daniel 8:14,26   

d. All JW Apostate Crimes Accounted Galatians 6:7   
e. Repentance "Sackcloth" Effect Begins    
6. (3) Year "Sign of Jonah" JW Judgment-Abyss-Plunge Matthew 12:39 Daniel 8:14  
a. JW Desolation Phase "Evening" Must Have 3 Year Sign Hosea 6:1-3 Isaiah 37:30-32  
II. Temple: Recovery, Final Commission, Final Ministry 
A. Kingdom Ministry Recovery 
1. Full Exposure of JW Apostasy Deploys Revelation 9 Isaiah 42:9  
2. Final Summary Clarified for Commission and Deployment Malachi 3:1-5 Isaiah 43:18-19  
3. Final Ministry Prepares Revelation 16:10 Isaiah 48:6-9  
B. Final Kingdom Ministry Commission 
1. Final 1260 Days Prepares to Begin Revelation 11:2-3 Revelation 11:1-7 1260 Days
2. Final "3.5 Times" to Complete "Seven Times" Prepares Revelation 12:14  Daniel 7:25,12:7
3. All 1260 Days Parallel Prophecies Activate Revelation 13:5-7  Rev11:2-3,12:14,13:5
 Daniel 7:25   
S3. Final Ministry 1260 Days
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
What was the "first witness" 1914-1918 Kingdom proclamation for God's Kingdom 1260 days Cycle 1, will now be the
"last witness" Messianic Kingdom Proclamation phase final 1260 days Cycle 2, to then complete as cancelled by world
government (Rev11:7) to then total 2520 days as the full Revelation 11 "seven times" of its own "holy city trampled"
(Rev11:2), sovereign allowance period (Luke21:24), which this time ends into the Christ arrival, global sheep sweep,
then conquest upon the rival World Government and the abyss imprisonment of Satan and the demons.
C. Final Kingdom Invitation Deploys 
1. Final 1260 Days Begins, "Little Scroll" Deployed Revelation 10:5-11 Zechariah 3:6-9  
a. "Five Discreet Virgins" Final Enlightenment Phase Matthew 24:45-47 Matthew 25:5-13  
2. "Little Scroll" "Report" Disturbing Daniel 11:44 Daniel 8:25  
a. Progressively Leads to Ministerial Cancellation* Revelation 11:7 Revelation 13:5-7  
 Daniel 12:7 Daniel 7:25  
b. Completes "Sacred Secret" Prophecy Summary Revelation 10:5-7 Habakkuk 2:2-3  
 Matthew 5:17-18   
c. Completion Affirms Final Anointed "Sealing" Revelation 7:1-4   
W3. Global Crisis "Sword-Stroke" Resolves Peacefully
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
What was the 1914-1918 WW1 Sword-Stroke Cycle 1 to resolve into the League of Nations presentation of 1919, will now
be the Final Sword-Stroke Cycle 4 to run its course into also its global "healing" phase in a final world peaceful
resolution to then present complete World Government "8th King" "Scarlet Wildbeast".
D. "Tribulation of Those Days" Context Ends 
1. First Great Tribulation Phase Ends Matthew 24:29-31 Revelation 13:3  
a. Sword-Stroke Global "Healing" Phase Begins Revelation 17:8-11 Revelation 13:3  
b. Nations "Regain Power" by Recovery Isaiah 41:1   
c. "Egypt" National-System is "Healed" Isaiah 19   
2. Final Kingdom Warning Ceased* Revelation 11:7-10 Daniel 8:25  
a. Two Witnesses "second witnessing" "killed" Revelation 13:5-7 Daniel 11:44  
b. Remove "constant feature" of Daniel 12:11 Daniel 12:11   
c. "3.5 Days" "death state" expires into Christ Arrival Revelation 11:11-12   
d. Revelation 11 2520 Days as "seven times" completes    
W4. Present World Government Completed
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
What was the 1919 League of Nations presentation to end the WW1 Sword-Stroke First Cycle is now completed World
Government presentation with its completed "Image" United Nations global political nucleus of that official World
Government.
III. World Government Completions 
A. 8th King World Government 
1. "King North" is "8th King" World Government Daniel 11:45  1290 Days
2. "King Fierce" is "8th King" World Government Daniel 8:25  Daniel 12:11
3. Daniel 2 "Immense Image" is World Government "Standing" Daniel 2:31-45  Daniel 7:26
4. Daniel 7 "Fourth Beast" is World Government Daniel 7:23-26  Note: 1290 Days begins
5. Gog of Magog is World Government Ezekiel 38-39  when both criteria:
6. Armageddon Military Globalization Complete Revelation 16:13-16 Joel 3:9-17 1. Final ministry ceased
   2. World Government official

   Are present at the same
time.

B. World Government "Ascends" in Global Healing 
1. Nations Recovered by and Into World Government Revelation 17:8-18 Revelation 11:7  



 Revelation 13:3   
    
C. National Sovereign Globalization Completed 
1. Global Political and Corporate Globalization Completes Revelation 16:13-16 Daniel 2:44  
  Daniel 8:25  
D. Four Winds Last Great Tribulation Phase 
1. World Government Dual-Agenda of Daniel 8:25 Revelation 7:1 Matthew 24:31  
2. Global Population Reduction Agenda Inception Period Daniel 8:25 Daniel 11:44  
 Revelation 13:14-18   
E. Global Healing 
1. World Recovery Revelation 13:3 Daniel 11:44-45  
2. Globally Hopeful Period for World Government Presentation Isaiah 41:1 Revelation 17:8  
IV. World Government World Peace Preparation 
A. World Government Proclaimed World Peace  
1. Daniel 8:25 "Freedom from Care" is World Peace 1Thess5:1-3 Daniel 8:25  
2. Babylon the Great Endorses/Blesses World Government Revelation 17:1-6   
a. "World Peace and security" may be beginning    
as World Government Proclamation    
b. Christendom "Broadway" will Bless World Government and Revelation 11:8   
Claim World Government is divine "Kingdom of God" and
"Zion"    

c. Israel will bless World Government as "Zion"    

d. Last "King North" Counterfeit Claims of Daniel 11:45 Daniel 11:45 Daniel 12:1
Climax  

e. Global "666" Marking Campaign by World Government Revelation 13:14-18   
Worship and Allegiance Revelation 14:9-12   
S4. Christ Arrival Completions
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
The Christ "coming to the temple" event of 1918 is now the Christ "second coming" for the "Salvation Parousia"
mission one first.
V. Christ Arrival Completions
A. Christ Arrival 
Note: Parousia Mode Precedes Full Conquest Mode Revelation 11:11-12 Revelation 16:17  
Sheep Gathering is Priority One, Conquest Mode Last    
1. Christ Ministry Completion Revelation 14:6-8 Matthew 24:14  

S5. Global Open Salvation Offer Peace Covenant Ezekiel 34:25,
37:36   

1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
What was a global open salvation ministry from 1919 forward in the IBSA-to-Jehovah's witnesses ministry will now
become the Christ arrival to complete his own ministry and save the agreeable willing people with no help of religion
(which will be destroyed by world government anyways), at total angelic scale coverage of all planet Earth as Revelation
14:6-8 where ANYONE accepting Christ and agreeing the Salvation Term of Revelation 14:6-7 MUST BE SAVED!
b. "Great Crowd" Lamb's Marriage Peace Covenant Open    
c. Entire Remaining 1290 Days is Open for Salvation    
2. Global Sheep Gathering Matthew 24:31 Matthew 25:31-40  

a. Heavenly Sheep Gathered into Kingdom Completion Revelation 7:9-17 Revelation 14:14-
16  

b. Earthly Sheep Secured Matthew 25:31-40   
B. God and Christ Complete Messianic Kingdom 
1. Kingdom Completion Revelation 7:1-8 Daniel 7:26  
2. Temple Completion Revelation 14:1   
3. Holy City Completion    
4. Bride of Christ Completion    
C. Christ King of kings Coronation 
1. God Almighty Kings Christ Revelation 11:15 Revelation 14:1  
 Psalm 2   
D. Christ King-Priest Coronation 
 Zechariah 4:6-9 Zechariah 6:9-15  
E. Babylon the Great Blesses World Government    
1. Final "Harlot" Task Accomplished Revelation 17:1-7   
S6. Messianic Kingdom "Court" Judgments
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
What was the coronation by God of Christ as temporary "King of God's Kingdom" in 1914 will now also become God
crowning Christ "King of kings" of the then completing Messianic Kingdom entity, which was only "born" in 1914, now
matured to global ruling power and completeness.
W5. Babylon the Great Signal Downfall
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
The judgment principle upon Christendom and "all religion" from the non-religious self-identified IBSA ministry of post
1919 recovery is now the actual global deposition of all of the Babylon the Great global corporate religion complex in
worldwide illegalization, condemnation, and liquidation pillage of Revelation 18:8 and Revelation 17:15-17.
F. Babylon the Great Deposed 



1. BTG Final Religious "Divide and Conquer" Aid Complete Revelation 17:12-18 Revelation 14:8  
2. BTG Final World Government Endorsement is Complete Revelation16:17-18 Revelation 18  
3. BTG 200 Trillion+ in Global Assets Used for Recovery
Phase    

4. BTG Global-Religious "Babel" Complex Cannot be
"Globalized"    

5. BTG Deposition Aids "World Peace" Believability    
6. BTG Deposition Frees Many Humans for Salvation Revelation 14:6-8 Revelation 11:13  
7. BTG Global Corporate Religion "Harlot" Use Expires Revelation 19:1-10   
8. World Government "One World Religion" Prepared    
W6. World Peace Signal Completes
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
WW1 resolving into the 1919 League of Nations is now the Final Sword-Stroke Cycle resolving globally and peacefully
"healing" into complete "8th King" World Government.
W7. Global World Government 666 Allegiance Campaign
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
The post League of Nations period is now the post World Government period of world government enforced allegaince
attempt of Revelation 13:15-18.
VI. Christ Kingdom Conquest
G. Sheep/Goat World Judgment 
1. World Judgment Concludes Revelation 14:14-20 Matt25:31-46  
Messianic Kingdom Judgments Complete    
1. Babylon the Great Destroyed Revelation 11:15-19 Daniel 2:44 1335 Days
2. World Judgment Concludes Revelation 19:11-21 Daniel 8:25 Daniel 12:12
3. World Government Destroyed Ezekiel 38-39 Daniel 11:45  
4. Satan/Demons Abyssed Zephaniah 3:8-9 2Thess1:6-10  
 Daniel 7:26   
 Revelation 20:1-3 Isaiah 24:21-22  
Marriage of the Lamb Completion Revelation 19:1-10 Psalm 45  
S7. Christ Kingdom Global/Universal Conquest
1914 Prophecy Fulfillment Period Parallel
The Christ 1926 freeing of the nation from "Babylon the Great" for great global ministerial prosperity to mark Daniel
12:12 completion and aftermath is now the Christ Conquest Completion and "Marriage of the Lamb" Kingdom World
Peace Party for the "Great Crowd" and all creatures of Earth as the special invitees to the event "thrown by God", to then
universally honor King "Eternal Father" Christ and the Bride "Eternal Mother" as all humans are now adopted Children
of the Lamb's Marriage!
VII. Christ's Messianic Kingdom 1000 Years Rule
Christ's Messianic Kingdom 1000 Years Rule 
A. Jesus Christ "King of Kings" "Prince of Peace" Reign Begins 
1. Exact Timing of this To Be Known at That Time Revelation 21 Ezekiel 40-48 This column can be used for
 Revelation 22 Daniel 9:27 notes and dates
   of actual events
Legend 
I. General Prophecy Milestones
S1-7. Spiritual Event/Period
1. Apostasy
2. Temple Judgment (Dan8:14 1150 or 2300 Days)
3. Final Ministry (Rev11:3 1260 Days)
4. Christ Arrival (Dan12:11 1290 Days)
5. Global Open Salvation Sheep-Sweep (Rev14:6-7; Matt24:31)
6. Final Judgments (Rev17:15-17; Matt25:31-40; Rev19:11-21; Rev20:1-3)
7. Global/Universal Conquest (Rev19:11-21; Rev11:15-19)
W1-7. World Event/Period
1. National System Fall (Dan11:42-43)
2. Global-Crisis (Rev13:3)
3. Peaceful Resolution (Rev19:19-21; Rev20:1-3)
4. Present World Government (Rev17:8-12)
5. Babylon the Great Signal (Rev17:15-17)
6. World Peace Signal Period (1Thess5:1-3)
7. World Government 666 Campaign (Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11)  
(Yellow/Black box comments) How Event/Period Parallels the 1914 Prophecy Event/Period
Notes: 
1. Sequence shown as approximate by main period purpose meaning, certain periods overlap and merge concurrently.
2. Certain periods overlap and merge concurrently as parallel fulfillments to define world and spiritual pattern-cycle phases.
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